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Emmy Vickers Enterprises Brings Something New to the World of Networking!
A unique step-by-step networking system
Emmy Vickers Enterprises, LLC (EvE) is a unique business training and consulting company that is
sweeping the country and soon the world. Their mission is to educate individuals and the business
community by helping them perfect a new art of networking, to bring back the positive and long-term
relationships so often lost in today’s business world.
EvE has developed a highly innovative entrepreneur networking kit that includes a six step process that is
believed to be a must have for all business owners, including home-based businesses and corporations
(Available for $99.00).

Vickers, CEO states, “You have to know what you want, believe in what you want, and believe you
deserve what you want. Then and only then can you take the proper action. We teach people how to
connect with a purpose.” Vickers Motto “Visualize and Believe, anything you put your mind to, you CAN
achieve!”
Emmy Vickers is a tremendous example to the business community receiving training from such names
as Robert Kiyosaki, Anthony Robbins, Zig Ziglar, and Jim Rohn to name a few. Emmy is now enjoying
the extreme privilege of working directly with some of the greatest business minds of our times including
Dan Vega, Bob Yates, John Mason, and Billionaire Bill Bartmann who not only has been named one of
the most successful people of the century but has a permanent place in the Smithsonian Institute.
Emmy has trained over 500 company executives and sales people since 2004 and is the author of the
highly anticipated networking book “Out of the Box and into the Black” due out later this year.
If you would like more information about this topic, or to schedule an interview or speaking engagement
with Ms. Vickers, please call her assistant Barry Abrams at (301) 593-2072 or email her directly at
emmy@emmyvickersenterprises.com. Please visit their website at www.emmyvickersenterprises.com.
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